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Welcome to Quota, Simplifying
Decentralized Finance with a trailblazing
customer-centered cryptocurrency
from Quota Ecosystem

Our Ambitious Mission
In this age of digitalization, cryptocurrency has become a big part of
most aspects of our life. Many entrepreneurs and wealth seekers agree
that cryptocurrency can be symbolized as the future of E-commerce. It
acts as the bridge between people all over the world, helping them
overcome different currencies and become one in the digital world.
This is the phenomenon indicating that soon, we have to live in the world
of digital currencies. Many nowadays trends about cryptocurrency
ensure that there will be potential growth opportunities for
cryptocurrencies in global markets.
However, the use of digital currencies in everyday life still does not
answer the question of how convenient it should be. Many
cryptocurrencies have transaction fees and find it difficult to apply
crypto-token in real-life payments.
All in all, we strive to become the most ultra-convenient crypto platform
for you. To help you understand and provide you with financial freedom
is what we dream of. We want to create an easy-to-use cryptocurrency
that will break all the rules in the digital currency market.

What is Quota?
Quata token is a trailblazing blockchain token technology. It acts as a
main driving force in the Quota ecosystem.
Every Quota token will be utilized for the community, creating value in
the cryptocurrency universe.

The Idea behind Quota
Based on Oxford Learner’s Dictionary, the simple definition of our brand
and token name “Quota” is “an amount of something that somebody
expects or needs to have or achieve”. This means we want everyone to
achieve their dream and expectation in the cryptocurrency world.
We give you more than one Quota in trial and error for you. So, with
Quota, you will feel safe and sound in every digital financial transaction.
The logo design arises from the profound connection between users and
cryptocurrency. Every point is linked together like the easy accessibility
with you and Quota. That is the mission that Quota tries to achieve and
change the convenient future of the cryptosystem.
The combination of turquoise and purple brings the idea of Quota to life.
Turquoise is the captivating sea-green stone of the ancients,
representing good fortune, and hope. While purple is the color tone of
creativity, indicating our limitless innovative solution for the
community.

The Quota Ecosystem
In our ecosystem, Quota tokens play a big and important role in the
community. We can use Quota Tokens to exchange, trade, and provide
benefits within the Quota universe. This helps our ambitious project to
move forward, driving our mission in changing the people's perspective
of cryptocurrency becoming a reality.
To achieve that dream, we set up what the Quota ecosystem looks like.
The following characteristics are promises from Quota, ensuring that the
Quota ecosystem will become a satisfactory and effective cryptocurrency
community in the digital currency world.
Quota Wallet
A quota wallet is where the cryptocurrency exists. It is designed to use
within the Quota ecosystem for increasing the value of Quota in every
aspect.
Debit Card
A Quota Debit Card is a connector between reality and a digital wallet.
Users can use our debit card for payment with Quota in their daily life. It
makes Quota easily accessible for everyone.

Easy Swap Engine
To create the most convenient experience for our users, Quota has an
easy-to-swap engine, helping the users can send, receive and exchange
the tokens of their own free will.
Staking Option
Quota prioritizes the freedom of the users. It provides alternative
investment options to make sure that our users are happy with their
own choice.

Roadmap
Stage 1
Find a mad scientist to build token on bep20 low fees
Get our full-stack crypto coding genius to write smart contracts and
test
Create a gathering through Twitter and Telegram
Marketing madness
Introduce people to our system
Stage 2
Have 2000+ Twitter and Telegram followers
Speak to exchanges, so we can get users to buy tokens and change
the world
Get listed on 4 exchanges with USDT and BNB paired
Stage 3
Listed on 4 exchanges
10000 Twitter and Telegram followers (so you know what's going on)
The main net launch party
Create an app for Android and ios users to use as everyday
transactions and stake your coins for rewards

Stage 4
Get listed on another 10 exchanges
Launch quota wallet debit app
User awareness for the app
Start staking your coins and earning big rewards
Start using your phone as a digital tap-and-go for transactions
Acquire 100,000 customers
Stage 5
Keeping everything updated for the user app
Build more features for user requests
Change the world to the new future system

Market Validation
In 2021, there are many highlights which emphasize the growth of
cryptocurrency markets. The growth of the market validates us in
creating Quota since there are surprisingly more than 221 million cryptoowners in 6 months of last year. Not just the mainstream of
cryptocurrency, many experts also expect that cryptocurrency will grow
56% a year from 2019 - 2025. This makes us believe that Quota tokens
will become successful in the crypto market.
Our uniqueness allows us to stand among the rise of upcoming
cryptocurrencies. We find that the lack of convenience in cryptotransaction in the market is what we want to solve and seek the best
solution for every crypto-owners. Our users will experience
straightforward crypto P2P payments from Quota tokens and prepare
themselves for cryptocurrency adoption in the future.

How to Get Into Quota Community
Purchasing Methods
The best method to buy Quota tokens is purchasing through
PancakeSwap, the most popular decentralized platform built on the
Binance Smart Chain, as our medium. If our users are new to crypto and
have no idea about how it works. We will simply follow our easy
instructions below and connect your wallet directly through our website
for convenience.
With the easy-to-understand and uncomplicated steps we provide, the
users can utilize Quota tokens both for payments and investment or as
they please. Quota wants to get rid of any problems in cryptocurrency
transactions.

HOW TO BUY
1. Create Your Crypto Wallet
First of all, you need to register a crypto wallet such as MetaMask which
is an essential utility for any token traders.
2. Buying BNB or USDT
To exchange, you should have BNB or USDT to purchase QTA. Make sure
that you transfer them to your wallet.
3. Connect Your Wallet to PancakeSwap
PancakeSwap works as a medium connecting you and QTA. You need to
connect your crypto wallet to PancakeSwap.
4. Exchange for QTA
Last but not least, go to trade and exchange. There is a swap section
waiting for you. Select QTA as tokens you want. Your wallet will show
QTA in no time.

About Quota Community
To become a part of the Quota community. Meet the world together with
us via our email info@quotatoken.com and the following channels:

Get in touch with Quota people around the world.
Exchange your interesting idea via Telegram.

Follow us on Twitter for updating the latest crypto
news about Quota. Keep up with any trends in our
crypto market.

Be a part of our exclusive community where we share
and answer questions. Directly contact Quota
developers on Discord.

Disclaimer
Quota’s past performance is not an indicator of future results nor the
guarantee of future returns. The quota does not guarantee that the
market price of the coin will perfectly reflect its underlying net asset
value.
This document does not act as a recommendation or advisory document
from Quota. This white paper does not initiate any investment, financial,
or trading advice. The Quota team including its directors, managers, and
officers should not be held responsible for any contract and purchasing
decisions. Accordingly, any content posted on Quota’s community
platforms including Telegram, Twitter, and Discord should not be relied
on as commitments, promises, or representations of future results.
Quota suggests you consult with your financial advisor as well as to
conduct your research and study the risks associated with investment
thoroughly before making any purchasing and investment decisions.
Quota is an open-source community token. The Quota team and all
associates make no representation regarding the probability of a
particular investment outcome or goal. Please be cautious that
cryptocurrencies have the value that individuals associated with them.
Be thorough in investing in any digital currency. Prices fluctuate and
tokens can be lost easily due to digital misfortune and other technical
forms of theft despite having security as our top priority.
No warranties or representations have been made to the recipients
through this whitepaper as to the accuracy or completeness of the
information and statements stated in, contained in, or derived from this
document, both expressed and implied, provided now or in the future.

